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ABSTRACT
Connectivity patterns in biological brains exhibit many re-
peating motifs. This repetition mirrors inherent geomet-
ric regularities in the physical world. For example, stimuli
that excite adjacent locations on the retina map to neu-
rons that are similarly adjacent in the visual cortex. That
way, neural connectivity can exploit geometric locality in the
outside world by employing local connections in the brain.
If such regularities could be discovered by methods that
evolve artificial neural networks (ANNs), then they could
be similarly exploited to solve problems that would other-
wise require optimizing too many dimensions to solve. This
paper introduces such a method, called Hypercube-based
Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies (HyperNEAT),
which evolves a novel generative encoding called connec-
tive Compositional Pattern Producing Networks (connec-
tive CPPNs) to discover geometric regularities in the task
domain. Connective CPPNs encode connectivity patterns
as concepts that are independent of the number of inputs or
outputs, allowing functional large-scale neural networks to
be evolved. In this paper, this approach is tested in a simple
visual task for which it effectively discovers the correct un-
derlying regularity, allowing the solution to both generalize
and scale without loss of function to an ANN of over eight
million connections.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:

I.2.6[Artificial Intelligence]: Learning–Concept Learn-
ing, Connectionism and neural nets

C.2.1[Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design–Network Topology

General Terms: Experimentation, Algorithms

Keywords: Compositional Pattern Producing Networks,
NEAT, HyperNEAT, large-scale artificial neural networks
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1. INTRODUCTION
How did evolution, an unguided search process, discover

structures as astronomically complex and sophisticated as
the human brain? An intriguing possibility is that physi-
cal properties of the universe constrain the space of physi-
cal cognitive structures and the problems they encounter to
make such discovery likely. In particular, the physical ge-
ometry of space provides a bias toward brain-like solutions.

The geometry of space is effectively three-dimensional Cart-
esian. An ubiquitous useful property that results from Carte-
sian geometry is the principle of locality. That is, what hap-
pens at one coordinate in space is often related to what hap-
pens in adjacent locations. This fact is exploited effectively
in biological brains, wherein the physical world is often pro-
jected onto Cartesian arrays of neurons [5]. Just by virtue
of the neurons that are related to nearby events in space
also being near each other, it becomes likely that many rele-
vant operations can be performed through local connectivity.
Such connectivity is natural in a physical substrate in which
longer distance requires more resources, greater accuracy,
and better organization. That is, the properties of physical
space inherently bias cognitive organization towards local
connectivity, which happens to be useful for solving prob-
lems that are projected from the physical world. Thus it
may not be simply through brute-force search that the hu-
man brain employs significant local connectivity [14, 24].

This hypothesis suggests that techniques for evolving ar-
tificial neural network (ANN) structure should implement a
means for evolution to exploit the task geometry. Without
such a capability, even if useful regularities are inherent in
the task, they offer no advantage or accessible bias to the
learning method. Thus the ability to exploit such structure
may be critical for genuinely sophisticated cognitive appa-
ratus to be discovered.

If large-scale ANNs that exploit geometric motifs are to
be evolved with computers, a powerful and efficient encod-
ing will be necessary. This paper introduces a novel genera-
tive encoding, Hypercube-based NeuroEvolution of Augment-
ing Topologies (HyperNEAT), for representing and evolv-
ing large-scale ANNs that exploit geometric regularities in
the task domain. HyperNEAT employs the NEAT method
[19] to evolve a novel abstraction of developmental encod-
ing called connective Compositional Pattern Producing Net-
works (connective CPPNs), which compose simple canonical
functions into networks that can efficiently represent com-
plex connectivity patterns with regularities and symmetries.



This approach is tested in a variable-resolution visual task
that requires discovering a key underlying regularity across
the visual field. HyperNEAT not only discovers the regular-
ity, but is able to use it to generalize and apply its solution at
higher resolutions without losing performance. The conclu-
sion is that connective CPPNs are a powerful new generative
encoding for evolving large-scale ANNs.

2. BACKGROUND
This section provides an overview of CPPNs, which are

capable of generating complex spatial patterns in Cartesian
space, and then describes the NEAT method that is used to
evolve them. These two topics are foundational to the novel
approach introduced in this paper, in which CPPNs evolve
patterns that are interpreted as ANN connectivities.

2.1 Compositional Pattern Producing Networks
In biological genetic encoding the mapping between geno-

type and phenotype is indirect. The phenotype typically
contains orders of magnitude more structural components
than the genotype contains genes. Thus, the only way to
discover such high complexity may be through a mapping
between genotype and phenotype that translates few dimen-
sions into many, i.e. through an indirect encoding. A most
promising area of research in indirect encoding is develop-
mental and generative encoding, which is motivated from
biology [2, 3, 9]. In biological development, DNA maps to a
mature phenotype through a process of growth that builds
the phenotype over time. Development facilitates the reuse
of genes because the same gene can be activated at any lo-
cation and any time during the development process.

This observation has inspired an active field of research in
generative and developmental systems [3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13,
20, 22]. The aim is to find an abstraction of natural develop-
ment for a computer running an evolutionary algorithm, so
that Evolutionary Computation can begin to discover com-
plexity on a natural scale. Prior abstractions range from
low-level cell chemistry simulations to high-level grammati-
cal rewrite systems [20].

Compositional Pattern Producing Networks (CPPNs) are
a novel abstraction of development that can represent so-
phisticated repeating patterns in Cartesian space [16, 17].
Unlike most generative and developmental encodings, CPPNs
do not require an explicit simulation of growth or local inter-
action, yet still exhibit their essential features. The remain-
der of this section reviews CPPNs, which will be augmented
in this paper to represent connectivity patterns and ANNs.

Consider the phenotype as a function of n dimensions,
where n is the number of dimensions in physical space. For
each coordinate in that space, its level of expression is an
output of the function that encodes the phenotype. Figure
1a shows how a two-dimensional phenotype can be generated
by a function of two parameters. A mathematical abstrac-
tion of each stage of development then can be represented
explicitly inside this function.

Stanley [16, 17] showed how simple canonical functions
can be composed to create networks that produces complex
regularities and symmetries. Each component function cre-
ates a novel geometric coordinate frame within which other
functions can reside. The main idea is that these simple
canonical functions are abstractions of specific events in de-
velopment such as establishing bilateral symmetry (e.g. with
a symmetric function such as Gaussian) or the division of
the body into discrete segments (e.g. with a periodic func-
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Figure 1: CPPN Encoding. (a) The function f takes

arguments x and y, which are coordinates in a two-

dimensional space. When all the coordinates are drawn

with an intensity corresponding to the output of f , the

result is a spatial pattern, which can be viewed as a phe-

notype whose genotype is f . (b) The CPPN is a graph

that determines which functions are connected. The con-

nections are weighted such that the output of a function
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Figure 2: CPPN-generated Regularities. Spatial pat-

terns exhibiting (a) bilateral symmetry, (b) imperfect

symmetry, and (c) repetition with variation are depicted.

These patterns demonstrate that CPPNs effectively en-

code fundamental regularities of several different types.

tion such as sine). Figure 1b shows how such a composition
is represented as a network.

Such networks are called Compositional Pattern Produc-
ing Networks because they produce spatial patterns by com-
posing basic functions. While CPPNs are similar to ANNs,
they differ in their set of activation functions and how they
are applied. Furthermore, they are an abstraction of devel-
opment rather than of biological brains.

Through interactive evolution, Stanley [16, 17] showed
that CPPNs can produce spatial patterns with important
geometric motifs that are expected from generative and de-
velopmental encodings and seen in nature. Among the most
important such motifs are symmetry (e.g. left-right symme-
tries in vertebrates), imperfect symmetry (e.g. right-handed-
ness), repetition (e.g. receptive fields in the cortex [24]), and
repetition with variation (e.g. cortical columns [8]). Figure
2 shows examples of several such important motifs produced
through interactive evolution of CPPNs.

These patterns are generated by applying the right ac-
tivation functions (e.g. symmetric functions for symmetry;
periodic functions for repetition) in the right order in the
network. The order of activations is an abstraction of the
unfolding process of development.

2.2 CPPN-NEAT
Because NEAT was originally designed to evolve increas-

ingly complex ANNs, it is naturally suited to doing the
same with CPPNs, which are also represented as graphs.
The NEAT method begins evolution with a population of
small, simple networks and complexifies them over genera-
tions, leading to increasingly sophisticated solutions. While
the NEAT method was originally developed to solve difficult



control and sequential decision tasks, yielding strong perfor-
mance in a number of domains [19, 21, 18], in this paper it
is used to evolve CPPNs. This section briefly reviews the
NEAT method. See also Stanley and Miikkulainen [19, 21]
for detailed descriptions of original NEAT.

NEAT is based on three key ideas. First, in order to
allow network structures to increase in complexity over gen-
erations, a method is needed to keep track of which gene is
which. Otherwise, it is not clear in later generations which
individual is compatible with which, or how their genes
should be combined to produce offspring. NEAT solves this
problem by assigning a unique historical marking to every
new piece of network structure that appears through a struc-
tural mutation. The historical marking is a number assigned
to each gene corresponding to its order of appearance over
the course of evolution. The numbers are inherited during
crossover unchanged, and allow NEAT to perform crossover
without the need for expensive topological analysis. That
way, genomes of different organizations and sizes stay com-
patible throughout evolution.

Second, NEAT speciates the population, so that individu-
als compete primarily within their own niches instead of with
the population at large. This way, topological innovations
are protected and have time to optimize their structure be-
fore competing with other niches in the population. NEAT
uses the historical markings on genes to determine to which
species different individuals belong.

Third, NEAT begins with a uniform population of simple
networks with no hidden nodes, differing only in their ini-
tial random weights. Speciation protects new innovations,
allowing diverse topologies to gradually complexify over evo-
lution. Thus, NEAT can start minimally, and grow the nec-
essary structure over generations. A similar process of grad-
ually adding new genes has been confirmed in natural evolu-
tion [11, 23] and shown to improve adaptation [1]. Through
complexification, high-level features can be established early
in evolution and then elaborated and refined as new genes
are added [11].

For these reasons, in this paper the NEAT method is used
to evolve increasingly complex CPPNs. CPPN-generated
patterns evolved with NEAT exhibit several essential motifs
and properties of natural phenotypes [15]. If such properties
could be transferred to evolved connectivity patterns, the
representational power of CPPNs could potentially evolve
large-scale ANNs, as explained in the next section.

3. HYPERNEAT
The spatial patterns in Section 2.1 present a challenge:

How can such spatial patterns describe connectivity? This
section explains how CPPN output can be effectively in-
terpreted as a connectivity pattern rather than a spatial
pattern. Furthermore, this novel interpretation allows neu-
rons, sensors, and effectors to exploit meaningful geometric
relationships. The next section introduces the key insight,
which is to assign connectivity a geometric interpretation.

3.1 Geometric Connectivity Patterns
The main idea is to input into the CPPN the coordinates

of the two points that define a connection rather than in-
putting only the position of a single point as in Section 2.1.
The output is interpreted as the weight of the connection
rather than the intensity of a point. This way, connections
can be defined in terms of the locations that they connect,
thereby taking into account the network’s geometry.
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Figure 3: Hypercube-based Geometric Connectivity

Pattern Interpretation. A grid of nodes, called the

substrate, is assigned coordinates such that the center

node is at the origin. (1) Every potential connection in

the substrate is queried to determine its presence and

weight; the dark directed lines shown in the substrate

represent a sample of connections that are queried. (2)

For each query, the CPPN takes as input the positions

of the two endpoints and (3) outputs the weight of the

connection between them. In this way, connective CPPNs

produce regular patterns of connections in space.

For example, consider a 5×5 grid of nodes. The nodes are
assigned coordinates corresponding to their positions within
the grid (labeled substrate in figure 3), where (0, 0) is the
center of the grid. Assuming that these nodes and their po-
sitions are given a priori, a geometric connectivity pattern is
produced by a CPPN that takes any two coordinates (source
and target) as input, and outputs the weight of their connec-
tion. The CPPN is queried in this way for every potential
connection on the grid. Because the connection weights are
thereby a function of the positions of their source and target
nodes, the distribution of weights on connections through-
out the grid will exhibit a pattern that is a function of the
geometry of the coordinate system.

A CPPN in effect computes a four-dimensional function
CPPN(x1, y1, x2, y2) = w, where the first node is at (x1, y1)
and the second node is at (x2, y2). This formalism returns a
weight for every connection between every node in the grid,
including recurrent connections. By convention, a connec-
tion is not expressed if the magnitude of its weight, which
may be positive or negative, is below a minimal threshold
wmin. The magnitude of weights above this threshold are
scaled to be between zero and a maximum magnitude in the
substrate. That way, the pattern produced by the CPPN
can represent any network topology (figure 3).

The connectivity pattern produced by a CPPN in this way
is called the substrate so that it can be verbally distinguished
from the CPPN itself, which has its own internal topology.
Furthermore, in the remainder of this paper, CPPNs that
are interpreted to produce connectivity patterns are called
connective CPPNs while CPPNs that generate spatial pat-
terns are called spatial CPPNs. This paper focuses on neural
substrates produced by connective CPPNs.

Because the CPPN is a function of four dimensions, the
two-dimensional connectivity pattern expressed by the CPPN
is isomorphic to a spatial pattern embedded in a four-di-
mensional hypercube. Thus, because CPPNs generate reg-
ular spatial patterns (Section 2.1), by extension they can be
expected to produce geometric connectivity patterns with
corresponding regularities. The next section demonstrates
this capability.



(a) Sym. (b) Imperf. (c) Repet. (d) Var.

Figure 4: Connectivity Patterns Produced by Connec-

tive CPPNs. These patterns, produced through inter-

active evolution, exhibit several important connectivity

motifs: (a) bilateral symmetry, (b) imperfect symmetry,

(c) repetition, and (d) repetition with variation. That

these fundamental motifs are compactly represented and

easily produced suggests the power of this encoding.

3.2 Producing Regular Connectivity Patterns
Simple, easily-discovered substructures in the connective

CPPN produce important connective motifs in the substrate.
The key difference between connectivity patterns and spa-
tial patterns is that each discrete unit in a connectivity pat-
tern has two x values and two y values. Thus, for example,
symmetry along x can be discovered simply by applying a
symmetric function (e.g. Gaussian) to x1 or x2 (figure 4a).

The human brain is roughly symmetric at a gross resolu-
tion, but its symmetry is imperfect. Thus, imperfect sym-
metry is an important structural motif in ANNs. Connec-
tive CPPNs can produce imperfect symmetry by composing
both symmetric functions of one axis along with an asym-
metric coordinate frame such as the axis itself. In this way,
the CPPN produces varying degrees of imperfect symmetry
(figure 4b).

Another important motif in biological brains is repetition,
particularly repetition with variation. Just as symmetric
functions produce symmetry, periodic functions such as sine
produce repetition (figure 4c). Patterns with variation are
produced by composing a periodic function with a coordi-
nate frame that does not repeat, such as the axis itself (figure
4d). Repetitive patterns can also be produced in connectiv-
ity as functions of invariant properties between two nodes,
such as distance along one axis. Thus, symmetry, imper-
fect symmetry, repetition, and repetition with variation, key
structural motifs in all biological brains, are compactly rep-
resented and therefore easily discovered by CPPNs.

3.3 Substrate Configuration
CPPNs produce connectivity patterns among nodes on

the substrate by querying the CPPN for each pair of points
in the substrate to determine the weight of the connection
between them. The layout of these nodes can take forms
other than the planar grid (figure 3) discussed thus far. Dif-
ferent such substrate configurations are likely suited to dif-
ferent kinds of problems.

For example, Churchland [6] calls a single two-dimensional
sheet of neurons that connects to another two-dimensional
sheet a state-space sandwich. The sandwich is a restricted
three-dimensional structure in which one layer can send con-
nections only in one direction to one other layer. Thus, be-
cause of this restriction, it can be expressed by the single
four-dimensional CPPN(x1, y1, x2, y2), where (x2, y2) is in-
terpreted as a location on the target sheet rather than as
being on the same plane as the source coordinate (x1,y1).
In this way, CPPNs can be used to search for useful patterns
within state-space sandwich substrates (figure 5), as is done
in this paper.
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Figure 5: State-Space Sandwich Substrate. The two-

dimensional grid configuration depicted in figure 3 is only

one of many potential substrate configurations. This

figure shows a “state-space sandwich” configuration in

which a source sheet of neurons connects directly to a

target sheet. Different configurations are likely suited to

problems with different geometric properties. The state

space sandwich is particularly suited to visual mappings.
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Figure 6: An Equivalent Connectivity Concept at Dif-

ferent Substrate Resolutions. A connectivity concept is

depicted that was evolved through interactive evolution.

The CPPN that generates the concept at (a) 5 × 5 and

(b) 7 × 7 is shown in (c). This figure demonstrates that

CPPNs represent a mathematical concept rather than a

single structure. Thus, the same connective CPPN can

produce patterns with the same underlying concept at

different substrate resolutions (i.e. node densities).

Because connective CPPN substrates are aware of their
geometry, they can use this information to their advantage.
By arranging neurons in a sensible configuration on the sub-
strate, regularities in the geometry can be exploited by the
encoding. Biological neural networks rely on such a capa-
bility for many of their functions. For example, neurons
in the visual cortex are arranged in the same retinotopic
two-dimensional pattern as photoreceptors in the retina [5].
That way, they can exploit locality by connecting to adjacent
neurons with simple, repeating motifs. Connective CPPNs
have the same capability.

3.4 Substrate Resolution
As opposed to encoding a specific pattern of connections

among a specific set of nodes, connective CPPNs in effect
encode a general connectivity concept, i.e. the underlying
mathematical relationships that produce a particular pat-
tern. The consequence is that same connective CPPN can
represent an equivalent concept at different resolutions (i.e.
different node densities). Figure 6 shows a connectivity con-
cept at different resolutions.

For neural substrates, the important implication is that
the same ANN can be generated at different resolutions.
Without further evolution, previously-evolved connective CPPNs
can be re-queried to specify the connectivity of the substrate
at a new, higher resolution, thereby producing a working



solution to the same problem at a higher resolution! This
operation, i.e. increasing substrate resolution, introduces a
powerful new kind of complexification to ANN evolution. It
is an interesting question whether, at a high level of abstrac-
tion, the evolution of brains in biology in effect included
several such increases in density on the same connectivity
concept. Not only can such an increase improve the imme-
diate resolution of sensation and action, but it can provide
additional substrate for increasingly intricate local relation-
ships to be discovered through further evolution.

3.5 Computational Complexity
In the most general procedure, a connective CPPN is

queried for every potential connection between every node
in the substrate. Thus, the computational complexity of
constructing the final connectivity pattern is a function of
the number of nodes. For illustration, consider a N × N
state-space sandwich. The number of nodes on each plane
is N2. Because every possible pair of nodes is queried, the
total number of queries is N4.

For example, a 11× 11 substrate requires 14,641 queries.
Such numbers are realistic for modern computers. For ex-
ample, 250,000 such queries can be computed in 4.64 seconds
on a 3.19 Ghz Pentium 4 processor. Note that this substrate
is an enormous ANNs with up to a quarter-million connec-
tions. Connective CPPNs present an opportunity to evolve
structures of a complexity and functional sophistication gen-
uinely commensurate with available processing power.

3.6 Evolving Connective CPPNs
The approach in this paper is to evolve connective CPPNs

with NEAT. This approach is called HyperNEAT because
NEAT evolves CPPNs that represent spatial patterns in hy-
perspace. Each point in the pattern, bounded by a hyper-
cube, is interpreted as a connection in a lower-dimensional
graph. NEAT is the natural choice for evolving CPPNs be-
cause it is designed to evolve increasingly complex network
topologies. Therefore, as CPPNs complexify, so do the regu-
larities and elaborations (i.e. the global dimensions of varia-
tion) that they represent in their corresponding connectivity
pattern. Thus, HyperNEAT is a powerful new approach to
evolving large-scale connectivity patterns and ANNs. The
next section describes initial experiments that demonstrate
the promise of this approach in a vision-based task.

4. EXPERIMENT
Vision is well-suited to testing learning methods on high-

dimensional input. Natural vision also has the intriguing
property that the same stimulus can be recognized equiva-
lently at different locations in the visual field. For example,
identical line-orientation detectors are spread throughout
the primary visual cortex [5]. Thus there are clear regulari-
ties among the local connectivity patterns that govern such
detection. A repeating motif likely underlies the general ca-
pability to perform similar operations at different locations
in the visual field.

Therefore, in this paper a simple visual discrimination
task is used to demonstrate HyperNEAT’s capabilities. The
task is to distinguish a large object from a small object in
a two-dimensional visual field. Because the same principle
determines the difference between small and large objects
regardless of their location in the retina, this task is well
suited to testing the ability of HyperNEAT to discover and
exploit regularities.

The solution substrate is configured as a state-space sand-
wich that includes two sheets: (1) The visual field is a two-
dimensional array of sensors that are either on or off (i.e.
black or white). (2) The target field is an equivalent two-
dimensional array of outputs that are activated at variable
intensity between zero and one. In a single trial, two objects,
represented as black squares, are situated in the visual field
at different locations. One object is three times as wide and
tall as the other (figure 8a). The goal is to locate the cen-
ter of the largest object in the visual field. The target field
specifies this location as the node with the highest level of
activation. Thus, HyperNEAT must discover a connectivity
pattern between the visual field and target field that causes
the correct node to become most active regardless of the
locations of the objects.

An important aspect of this task is that it utilizes a large
number of inputs, many of which must be considered si-
multaneously. To solve it, the system needs to discover the
general principle that underlies detecting relative sizes of ob-
jects. The right idea is to strongly connect individual input
nodes in the visual field to several adjacent nodes around the
corresponding location in the output field, thereby causing
outputs to accumulate more activation the more adjacent
loci are feeding into them. Thus, the solution can exploit
the geometric concept of locality, which is inherent in the ar-
rangement of the two-dimensional grid. Only a representa-
tion that takes into account substrate geometry can exploit
such a concept. Furthermore, an ideal encoding should de-
velop a representation of the concept that is independent
of the visual field resolution. Because the correct motif re-
peats across the substrate, in principle a connective CPPN
can discover the general concept only once and cause it to
be repeated across the grid at any resolution. As a result,
such a solution can scale as the resolution inside the visual
field is increased, even without further evolution.

4.1 Evolution and Performance Analysis
The field coordinates range between [−1, 1] in the x and

y dimensions. However, the resolution within this range,
i.e. the node density, can be varied. During evolution, the
resolution of each field is fixed at 11 × 11. Thus the con-
nective CPPN must learn to correctly connect a visual field
of 121 inputs to a target field of 121 outputs, a total of
14,641 potential connection strengths. If the magnitude of
the CPPN’s output for a particular query is less than or
equal to 0.2 then the connection is not expressed in the sub-
strate. If it is greater than 0.2, then the number is scaled to
a magnitude between zero and three. The sign is preserved,
so negative output values correspond to negative connection
weights.

During evolution, each individual in the population is
evaluated for its ability to find the center of the bigger ob-
ject. If the connectivity is not highly accurate, it is likely
the substrate will often incorrectly choose the small object
over the large one. Each individual evaluation thus includes
75 trials, where each trial places the two objects at different
locations. The trials are organized as follows. The small ob-
ject appears at 25 uniformly distributed locations such that
it is always completely within the visual field. For each of
these 25 locations, the larger object is placed five units to
the right, down, and diagonally, once per trial. The large
object wraps around to the other side of the field when it hits
the border. If the larger object is not completely within the



visual field, it is moved the smallest distance possible that
places it fully in view. Because of wrapping, this method of
evaluation tests cases where the small object is on all pos-
sible sides of the large object. Thus many relative positions
are tested for a total number of 75 trials on the 11 by 11
substrate for each evaluation during evolution.

Within each trial, the substrate is activated over the entire
visual field. The unit with the highest activation in the tar-
get field is interpreted as the substrate’s selection. Fitness
is calculated from the sum of the squared distances between
the target and the point of highest activation over all 75
trials. This fitness function rewards generalization and pro-
vides a smooth gradient for solutions that are close but not
perfect.

To demonstrate HyperNEAT’s ability to effectively dis-
cover the task’s underlying regularity, two approaches are
compared.

• HyperNEAT: HyperNEAT evolves a connective CPPN
that generates a substrate to solve the problem (Sec-
tion 3).

• Perceptron Neat (P-NEAT): P-NEAT is a reduced
version of NEAT that evolves perceptrons (i.e. not
CPPNs). ANNs with 121 nodes and 14,641 (121×121)
links are evolved without structure-adding mutations.
P-NEAT is run with the same settings as HyperNEAT,
since both are being applied to the same problem. Be-
cause P-NEAT must explicitly encode the value of each
connection in the genotype, it cannot encode under-
lying regularities and must discover each part of the
solution connectivity independently.

This comparison is designed to show how HyperNEAT
makes it possible to optimize very high-dimensional struc-
tures, which is difficult for directly-encoded methods. Hy-
perNEAT is then tested for its ability to scale solutions to
higher resolutions without further evolution, which is impos-
sible with direct encodings such as P-NEAT.

4.2 Experimental Parameters
Because HyperNEAT extends NEAT, it uses similar pa-

rameters [19]. The population size was 100 and each run
lasted for 300 generations. The disjoint and excess node co-
efficients were both 2.0 and the weight difference coefficient
was 1.0. The compatibility threshold was 6.0 and the com-
patibility modifier was 0.3. The target number of species
was eight and the drop off age was 15. The survival thresh-
old within a species is 20%. Offspring had a 3% chance
of adding a node, a 10% chance of adding a link, and every
link of a new offspring had an 80% chance of being mutated.
Recurrent connections within the CPPN were not enabled.
Signed activation was used, resulting in a node output range
of [−1, 1]. These parameters were found to be robust to
moderate variation in preliminary experimentation.

5. RESULTS
The primary performance measure in this section is the

average distance from target of the target field’s chosen po-
sition. This average is calculated for each generation cham-
pion across all its trials (i.e. object placements in the visual
field). Reported results were averaged over 20 runs. Better
solutions choose positions closer to the target. To under-
stand the distance measure, note that the width and height
of the substrate are 2.0 regardless of substrate resolution.

HyperNEAT and P-NEAT were compared to quantify the
advantage provided by generative encoding on this task.

During evolution, both HyperNEAT and P-NEAT improved
over the course of a run. Figure 7a shows the performance
of both methods on evaluation trials from evolution (i.e. a
subset of all possible positions) and on a generalization test
that averaged performance over every possible valid pair of
positions on the board. An input is considered valid if the
smaller and the larger object are placed within the substrate
and neither object overlaps the other.

The performance of both methods on the evaluation tests
improved over the run. However, after generation 45, on
average HyperNEAT found significantly more accurate so-
lutions than P-NEAT (p < 0.01).

HyperNEAT learned to generalize from its training; the
difference between the performance of HyperNEAT in gener-
alization and evaluation is not significant past the first gen-
eration. Conversely, P-NEAT performed significantly worse
in the generalization test after generation 51 (p < 0.01).
This disparity in generalization reflects HyperNEAT’s fun-
damental ability to learn the geometric concept underlying
the task, which can be generalized across the substrate. P-
NEAT can only discover each proper connection weight in-
dependently. Therefore, P-NEAT has no way to extend its
solution to positions in the substrate on which it was never
evaluated. Furthermore, the search space of 14,641 dimen-
sions (i.e. one for each connection) is too high-dimensional
for P-NEAT to find good solutions while HyperNEAT dis-
covers near-perfect (and often perfect) solutions on average.

5.1 Scaling Performance
The best individuals of each generation, which were eval-

uated on 11×11 substrates, were later scaled with the same
CPPN to resolutions of 33 × 33 and 55 × 55 by requery-
ing the substrate at the higher resolutions without further
evolution. These new resolutions cause the substrate size
to expand dramatically. For 33 × 33 and 55 × 55 resolu-
tions, the weights of over one million and nine million con-
nections, respectively, must be optimized in the substrate,
which would normally be an enormous optimization prob-
lem. On the other hand, the original 11 × 11 resolution on
which HyperNEAT was trained contains only up to 14,641
connections. Thus, the number of connections increases by
nearly three orders of magnitude. It is important to note
that HyperNEAT is able to scale to these higher resolutions
without any additional learning. In contrast, P-NEAT has
no means to scale to a higher resolution and cannot even
learn effectively at the lowest resolution.

When scaling, a potential problem is that if the same acti-
vation level is used to indicate positive stimulus as at lower
resolutions, the total energy entering the substrate would
increase as the substrate resolution increases for the same
images, leading to oversaturation of the target field. In con-
trast, in the real world, the number of photons that enter the
eye is the same regardless of the density of photoreceptors.
To account for this disparity, the input activation levels are
scaled for larger substrate resolutions proportional to the
difference in unit cell size.

Two variants of HyperNEAT were tested for their ability
to scale (figure 7b). The first evolved the traditional CPPN
with inputs x1, y1, x2, and y2. The second evolved CPPNs
with the additional delta inputs (x1−x2) and (y2−y1). The
intuition behind the latter approach is that because distance
is a crucial concept in this task, the extra inputs can provide
a useful bias to the search.
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Figure 7: Generalization and Scaling. The graphs show performance curves over 300 generations averaged over

20 runs each. (a) P-NEAT is compared to HyperNEAT on both evaluation and generalization. (b) HyperNEAT

generation champions with and without delta inputs are evaluated for their performance on 11× 11, 33× 33, and 55× 55

substrate resolutions. The results show the HyperNEAT generalizes significantly better than P-NEAT (p < 0.01) and

scales almost perfectly.

While the deltas did perform significantly better on aver-
age between generations 38 and 70 (p < 0.05), the CPPNs
without delta inputs were able to catch up and reach the
same level of performance after generation 70. Thus, al-
though applicable geometric coordinate frames provide a
boost to evolution, HyperNEAT is ultimately powerful enough
to discover the concept of distance on its own.

Most importantly, both variants were able to scale al-
most perfectly from 11 × 11 resolution substrate with up
to 14,641 connections to a 55× 55 resolution substrate with
up to 9,150,625 connections, with no significant difference
in performance after the second generation. This result is
also significant because the higher-resolution substrates were
tested on all valid object placements, which include many
positions that did not even exist on the lower-resolution sub-
strate. Thus, remarkably, CPPNs found solutions that lose
no abilities at higher resolution!

High-quality CPPNs at the 55 × 55 resolution contained
on average 8.3 million connections in their substrate and
performed as well as their 11× 11 counterparts. These sub-
strates are the largest functional structures produced by evo-
lutionary computation of which the authors are aware.

CPPN encoding is highly compact. If good solutions are
those that achieve an average distance under 0.25, the aver-
age complexity of a good solution CPPN was only 24 con-
nections. In comparison, at 11 × 11 resolution the average
number of connections in the substrate was 12,827 out of the
possible 14,641 connections. Thus the genotype is smaller
than the evaluated phenotype on average by a factor of 534!

5.2 Typical Solutions
Typical HyperNEAT solutions developed several different

geometric strategies to solve the domain. These strategies
are represented in the connectivity between the visual field
and the target field. For example, one common strategy
produces a soft halo around each active locus, creating the
largest overlap at the center of the large object, causing it to
activate highest. HyperNEAT discovered several other re-
peating motifs that are equally effective. Thus, HyperNEAT
is not confined to a single geometric strategy. Because Hy-
perNEAT discovers how to repeat its strategy across the

substrate, solutions were able to generalize by leveraging
substrate geometry.

Examples of the halo activation pattern are shown in fig-
ure 8, which also shows how the activation pattern looks at
different resolution substrates generated by the same CPPN.
This motif is sufficiently robust that it works at variable res-
olutions i.e. the encoding is scalable.

Although HyperNEAT generates ANNs with millions of
connections, such ANNs can run in real time on most mod-
ern hardware. Using a 2.0GHz processor, an eight million
connection networks takes on average 3.2 minutes to create,
but only 0.09 seconds to process a single trial.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Like other direct encodings, P-NEAT can only improve by

discovering each connection strength individually. Further-
more, P-NEAT solutions cannot generalize to locations out-
side its training corpus because it has no means to represent
the general pattern of the solution. In contrast, HyperNEAT
discovers a general connectivity concept that naturally cov-
ers locations outside its training set. Thus, HyperNEAT
creates a novel means of generalization, though substrate
geometry. That is, HyperNEAT exploits the geometry of the
problem by discovering its underlying regularities.

Because the solution is represented conceptually, the same
solution effectively scales to higher resolutions, which is a
new capability for ANNs. Thus a working solution was pos-
sible to produce with over eight million connections, among
the largest working ANNs ever produced through evolution-
ary computation. The real benefit of this capability however
is that in the future, further evolution can be performed at
the higher resolution.

For example, one potentially promising application is ma-
chine vision, where general regularities in the structure of
images can be learned at low resolution. Then the resolution
can be increased, still preserving the learned concepts, and
further evolved with higher granularity and more detailed
images. For example, a system that identifies the location
of a face in a visual map might initially learn to spot a circle
on a small grid and then continue to evolve at increasingly
high resolutions with increasing face-related detail.



(a) Sensor Field
(object placement)

(b) 11x11 Target Field
(12,827 connections)

(c) 33x33 Target Field
(1,033,603 connections)

(d) 55x55 Target Field
(7,970,395 connections)

Figure 8: Activation Patterns of the Same CPPN at Different Resolutions. The object placements for this example

are shown in (a). For the same CPPN, the activation levels of the substrate are shown at (a) 11× 11, (b) 33× 33, and

(c) 55× 55 resolutions. Each square represents a neuron in the target field. Darker color signifies higher activation and

a white X denotes the point of highest activation, which is correctly at the center of the large object in (a).

It is important to note that HyperNEAT is not restricted
to state-space sandwich substrates. The method is suf-
ficiently general to generate arbitrary two-dimensional or
three-dimensional connectivity patterns, including hidden
nodes and recurrence. Thus it applies to a broad range of
high-resolution problems with potential geometric regulari-
ties. In addition to vision, these include controlling artificial
life forms, playing board games, and developing new kinds
of self-organizing maps.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a novel approach to encoding and

evolving large-scale ANNs that exploits task geometry to
discover regularities in the solution. Connective Composi-
tional Pattern Producing Networks (connective CPPNs) en-
code large-scale connectivity patterns by interpreting their
outputs as the weights of connections in a network. To
demonstrate this encoding, Hypercube-based Neuroevolu-
tion of Augmenting Topologies (HyperNEAT) evolved CPPNs
that solve a simple visual discrimination task at varying res-
olutions. The solution required HyperNEAT to discover a
repeating motif in neural connectivity across the visual field.
It was able to generalize significantly better than a direct
encoding and could scale to a network of over eight million
connections. The main conclusion is that connective CPPNs
are a powerful new generative encoding that can compactly
represent large-scale ANNs with very few genes.
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